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Cost:

Resource List

https://dontcallthepolice.
com/

Don't Call the Police

Don't Call the Police

A list of city-by-city resources to call instead of calling the police

Free

Extensive set of resources related to transformative justice
created by one of the elders in the movement. Includes
sections on transformative justice, community accountability,
restorative justice, abolition, healing justice, and carceral
feminisms.

Free

Resource List

https://transformharm.org

Transform Harm

Mariame Kaba and many
others

Video

https://youtu.
be/OM1lJLwfc0w

Alcatraz and Mass
Incarceration

San Francisco Public
Library

Jackson Lam, a National Park Ranger, and Troy Williams, a
formerly incarcerated speaker and creator, share information
about mass incarceration in the United States. Troy's
reflections include first-hand information about the value of
restorative justice in his life.

Free

Justice Teams Network

"Justice Teams Network is excited to launch our new webinar
series, “We Take Care of Us: Community Crisis Response”!
Each week we will showcase an innovative model from across
the state of how communities are stepping up to address crises
themselves without relying on the police. Our multi-week series
will lift up alternative responses to mental health crisis, intercommunal violence, substance abuse, and intimate partner
violence. These approaches center healing and transformative
justice and prove that we don’t need cops when we have
community. #WeTakeCareOfUs"

Free

Video

https://justiceteams.
org/wetakecareofuswebinar-series

#WeTakeCareOfUs
Webinar Series

Videos

https://just-practice.
org/steps-to-end-prisonspolicing-a-mix-tape-ontransformative-justice

Steps to End Prisons &
Policing: A Mixtape on
Transformative Justice

9 video workshops/webinars, each between 45-90 minutes long
featuring Mariame Kaba, Mia Mingus, Mimi Kim and more.
Just Practice via Freedom
Contains valuable frameworks, real life examples and tools you
Lifted
can use to help strengthen your personal practice and political
commitment to abolition. All tracks have closed captioning.

$100.00
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Includes reflection questions, skill assessments, facilitation tips,
helpful definitions, activities, and hard-learned lessons intended
Mariame Kaba and Shira
to support people who have taken on the coordination and
Hassan
facilitation of formal community accountability processes to
address interpersonal harm & violence.

$35.00 (new)

Book

https://www.akpress.
org/fumbling-towardsrepair.html

Fumbling Towards Repair:
A Workbook for
Community Accountability
Facilitators

Webinar

https://www.ousd.
org/restorativejustice

Oakland (CA) Unified
School District guide to
Transformative Justice.

Toolkit

http://www.creativeinterventions.
org/tools/toolkit/

Cost:

$44.00 or free
with database
access

https://doi.org/10.
1080/02763877.
2019.1645077

https://vimeo.
com/421122008

Summary...

Abstract: This article addresses an approach to library services
for people who are incarcerated that meets the situated
information needs and desires of people within jails and
prisons. By creating a flow of information between LIS students
Information Provision and
the Carceral State: Race Jeanie Austin and Melissa and individuals who are incarcerated through a Reference by
Mail program, resources available to incarcerated people are
and Reference beyond the
Villa-Nicholas
increased while students engage in a humanizing and selfIdea of the “Underserved”
reflexive project, with the understanding that the regulation of
information within jails and prisons has lasting effects for the life
chances of incarcerated people.

Article

Webinar

Created by...

Guide to restorative justice for student support. Includes videos,
webinars, pdf guide and COVID specific tips and activities. PDF
languages available: English, Chinese, Spanish, Vietnamese,
Cambodian.

Free

This presentation defines the concept of Epistemic Supremacy
as information created by the ruling class to sustain white
Moving Toward
supremacy, racial capitalism and heteropatriarchy; and further
Transformative
Myrna Morales and Stacie
offers a praxis (Transformative Librarianship) with examples,
Librarianship: Naming and
Williams - #LIBREV
that relies on the ways of knowing and survival of working class
Identifying Epistemic
(olution)
and low-income communities of color combined with critical
Supremacy
race theory in order to identify or subvert Epistemic Supremacy
within the library profession.

Free

Creative Interventions
Toolkit: A Practical Guide
to Stop Interpersonal
Violence.

OUSD

Creative Interventions

Available in Spanish and English. The Toolkit contains a basic
model for violence intervention, useful information, worksheets,
and stories based upon the experiences of Creative
Interventions during its development and pilot stages.

Free
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Project Nia

Educational resources to help grassroots activists teach
transformative and reformative justice practices in their
communities. Share, distribute, and above all, USE these
resources where it helps your activism and advocacy.
Highlights: How to Share Space: creating Community in
Classrooms and Beyond and Transformative Justice: A
Cirriculum Guide

Free

Critical Resistance

A collection of Toolkits, resport, guides, readings and resources
all related to harm and accountability

Free

"In this collection, a diverse group of authors focuses on
concrete and practical forms of redress and accountability,
assessing existing practices and marking paths forward. They
use a variety of forms—from toolkits to personal essays—to
delve deeply into the “how to” of transformative justice,
Ejeris Dixon (Editor); Leah
providing alternatives to calling the police, ways to support
Lakshmi Piepznapeople having mental health crises, stories of community-based
Samarasinha (Editor)
murder investigations, and much more. At the same time, they
document the history of this radical movement, creating space
for long-time organizers to reflect on victories, struggles,
mistakes, and transformations."
A+ book highly
recommended

$18

https://www.afsc.
org/video/webinarBystander Intervention and American Friends Service Training on proven techniques for countering violence, whether
bystander-interventionDe-escalation Training
Committee
it comes from a single person or a group of people.
and-de-escalationtraining

Free

https://project-nia.
org/educationalresources

Title of...

Education Resources

http://criticalresistance.
Resources for Addressing
org/resources/addressing
Harm, Accountability, and
-harm-accountabilityHealing
and-healing/

https://www.akpress.
org/beyond-survival.html

Beyond Survival:
Strategies and Stories
from the Transformative
Justice Movement

Organization

https://justiceashealing.
org/

Families for Justice as
Healing

Families for Justice as
Healing

Massachusetts-based organization led by "incarcerated
women, formerly incarcerated women, and women with
incarcerated loved ones" with the goal of ending incarceration
of women and girls via transforming the way we respond to
harm.

Free

Blog Post

https://www.
crisisprevention.
com/Blog/CPI-s-Top-10De-Escalation-TipsRevisited

CPI's Top 10 DeEscalation Tips

Crisis Prevention Institute

These de-escalation tips from CPI are about support, not
suppression, and about seeing each other with the humanity
and compassion that each of us wants to be seen with.

Free
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Web Course

https://rise.articulate.
com/share/aP3Fbq6xhv1
5yXjFBu0wIoMvQCUgL0
rq#/lessons/2Z19_VmXZ8kyZisNa9lPF
aKZeL6XpSc

Trainings

https://harmreduction.
org/our-work/trainingcapacity-building/

Title of...

Created by...

Summary...

Cost:

I-ESCAPE is a method for de-escalating behaviors and
situations in the library. This can also be used in nearly every
problematic situation, whether you have an established
relationship with the patron or you are meeting them for the first
time. Using I-ESCAPE calms people down and helps them
explore what happened. It is particularly useful when someone
is asked to leave but says no.

Free

National Harm Reduction
Coalition

National Harm Reduction Coalition is committed to promoting
education and engagement, and building power alongside
communities affected by drug use and racialized drug policies.

Free

Mia Mingus

Mia Mingus is a writer, educator and trainer for transformative
justice and disability justice. She is a queer physically disabled
korean transracial and transnational adoptee raised in the
Caribbean. She works for community, interdependence and
home for all of us, not just some of us, and longs for a world
where disabled children can live free of violence, with dignity
and love. As her work for liberation evolves and deepens, her
roots remain firmly planted in ending sexual violence.

Free

Barnard Center for
Research on Women

Accountability is a familiar buzz-word in contemporary social
movements, but what does it mean? How do we work toward
it? In this series of four short videos, anti-violence activists
Kiyomi Fujikawa and Shannon Perez-Darby ask and explore:
What does it look like to be accountable to survivors without
exiling or disposing those who do harm?

Free

Barnard Center for
Research on Women

One year after the publication of Beyond Survival: Strategies
and Stories from the Transformative Justice Movement, we’ve
witnessed a year of tremendous abolitionist resistance, multiple
pandemics, and crises. We’re reflecting on what’s needed right
now, in this moment of transformative justice and abolitionist
work?

Free

I-ESCAPE Refresher

Training & Capacity
Building

Blog

https://leavingevidence.
wordpress.com/

Video Playlist

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?
v=NLVvskzF3qI&list=PLL
lbjNglS2TDIw79ciw515CKhxdZkIIe

Building Accountable
Communities

Video

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?
v=Yq3hvQ3LayY

Transformative Justice in
the Apocalypse: Beyond
Survival One Year Later

Leaving Evidence
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Link to...

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?
v=dHJ5SFmsevE

Title of...

Care Not Cops: Youth
Safety Planning in a World
Without Policing

Created by...

Summary...

Cost:

Barnard Center for
Research on Women

Part of the The Janine Soleil Abolitionist Youth Organizing
Institute (AYO, NYC!)—a collaboration between Project NIA &
EFA Project Space. For this session we will engage in a safety
planning skill-share by focusing on how to use the Bay Area
Transformative Justice Pod-Mapping Tool. We will also
collectively strategize how to cultivate safety without relying on
policing, child protective services or other healing barriers
created by mandated reporting laws.

Free

Free

Video

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?
v=F8E1LDeiGBU

Introduction to Restorative
Justice

Barnard Center for
Research on Women

Restorative Justice challenges us to recognize each other's
humanity and to concern ourselves with accountability rather
than punishment. It is a way of being that is reflected not just in
the political but also the personal. We are restorative, we don't
do restorative. This workshop will review the restorative
practices continuum, the three paradigms (retributive,
restorative, transformative) and its indigenous roots (African +
Native American) and the proactive work required through
restorative practices. We will also discuss community
conferencing, an accountability process on the restorative
practices continuum.

Video Playlist

https://youtube.
com/playlist?
list=PL492D06iy2W6EC
CMgNWN3CGDiMtL_LBj
r

Transformative Justice Barnard Center for
Research on Women

Barnard Center for
Research on Women

A collection of videos related to accountability and
transformative justice

Free

Justice Teams Network

Justice Teams Network is deeply committed to Healing Justice.
Healing Justice provides a framework within which we organize
to end all forms of state violence while nurturing our
communities’ leadership capacities and healing generations of
trauma by utilizing healing modalities indigenous to our
communities. We offer Healing Justice resources to families
impacted by state violence. We also provide tools for healers
and organizers on the ground to practice Healing Justice in
their own work and organize healers the state.

Free

Toolkit

https://justiceteams.
org/healing-justice

Healing Justice
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Your T-MAP is a guide for navigating challenging times, figuring
out what you care about, and communicating with the important
people in your life. We've developed different ways to create
https://tmapscommunity. Transformative Mutual Aid Transformative Mutual Aid
this document; these tools can help you generate your T-MAP
net/
Practices (T-MAPs)
Practices (T-MAPs)
through an online questionnaire or through a downloadable pdf
workbook that you can print and fill out. You can complete a
personalized booklet (or “T-MAP”) by yourself or with a group.

Cost:

Free

